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About HARMAN

HARMAN Professional Solutions is the world’s largest professional audio,
video, lighting, and control products and systems company. It serves the
entertainment and enterprise markets with comprehensive systems, including
enterprise automation and complete IT solutions for a broad range of
applications.
HARMAN Professional Solutions brands comprise AKG Acoustics®, AMX®,
BSS Audio®, Crown International®, dbx Professional®, DigiTech®, JBL
Professional®, Lexicon®, Martin®, Soundcraft® and Studer®. These bestin-class products are designed, manufactured and delivered to a variety of
customers, including tour, cinema, retail, corporate, government, education,
large venue and hospitality.
In addition, HARMAN’s world-class product development team continues
to innovate and deliver groundbreaking technologies to meet its customers’
growing needs. For scalable, high-impact communication and entertainment
systems, HARMAN Professional Solutions is your single point of contact.

About Sound Technology Ltd
Sound Technology Ltd is the specialist audio distributor of HARMAN
Professional Solutions in the UK and Republic of Ireland. We provide system
design, demonstration facilities and servicing of all HARMAN audio products.
In this document you’ll find some relevant case studies. For any further
information, to speak to our system designers, or to arrange a demo, please
call us on 01462 480000.

Galvin La Chapelle

Salisbury Cathedral
The world famous 13th century Salisbury Cathedral welcomes
some 300,000 visitors each year — either to view the Magna Carta
or attend its programme of major services, concerts, religious fesSet in the Spitalfields development area of East London, Galvin La Chapelle
tivals — or simply for private worship; and they expect the sound in
occupies the landmark Grade II-listed, late Victorian St. Botolph Hall — a
this reverberant space to be heard coherently and intelligibly.
former chapel and school.
While much of the grandeur of the building has been preserved in the fine
dining restaurant at the rear, a major upgrade of the former Café a Vin (converting it into Galvin HOP) created fresh challenges for the sound team.
This area combines a lounge with ‘Pub-de-luxe’, outdoor summer dining
venue and a ‘food to go’ section specialising in hot dogs.

Design / Installation:
Evolve Install

After six years of trading here Chris and Jeff Galvin had decided a potent
sound system would give the complex greater versatility, having seen a
similar solution on a trip to the United States.
In order to provide an audio solution delivering clarity and performance
within the reverberant dining space, whilst maintaining the integrity and
grandeur of the building, with preserved granite pillars, exposed brickwork,
wooden beams and limestone plastered walls, Elliot Patterson from Evolve
Install consulted the application team at Sound Technology Ltd.
Having considered the brief, application engineer Ben Todd recommended the JBL CBT 70J constant beamwidth speakers, with CBT 70JE low frequency extenders. A site demo convinced the client of both performance
and suitability.

Galvin La Chapelle (cont.)

The main dining room has been divided into four zones. At the far end of the classic dining hall are a pair of CBT70J+E, while three single CBT70J line source speakers provide
coverage further back, and to the stair leading up to gallery. Up on the gallery dining
area itself Patterson has turned to the smaller JBL AC15 — the same speaker that has
also been concealed under the downstairs arches.

JBL’s Control 50 subwoofers, are recessed under the seating, along with tiny Control 52
satellites, mounted high up in the glazed middle gastro restaurant where a warm sound
was required. An additional JBL ASB6115 subwoofer is also available to augment the LF
when there is a party booking. The result is serious club-like performance when needed and a smooth sounding, discreet and sophisticated system during the day.
In the Galvin HOP bar, a similarly discreet, yet party-capable system has been installed.
JBL Control 24C ceiling speakers and Control 23 on-wall speakers are combined with a
JBL PRX718 18in subwoofer along with a further Control 50. Four JBL 8124 ceiling speakers are also found in the toilets.
Further innovation can be found in the marquee areas where JBL’s stylish, curved and
weatherised Control CRV and all-new Control 85M landscape speakers, can be found.
The entire set-up is controlled by HARMAN’s BSS Soundweb BLU-100 and powered by
HARMAN’s Crown DCi DriveCore Install amplifiers.
“All signals are transferred over just four Cat 5 cables using BLU-Link, which is a far more
elegant solution than using lots of analogue multicore,” explains Patterson. “It’s worked
amazingly well.”
In conclusion, Elliot Patterson says, “The reason I love JBL is because of its versatility
and vast product range — and the fact that a HARMAN solution is integratable via BLULink and Audio Architect. It’s a great example of interconnectivity, while the support
from Sound Technology has also been incredible. Whenever you need product or design support they are always there.
“The new sound system is amazing,” added Galvin La Chapelle general manager, Antonio D’Agostino, “All the areas had a unique requirement and we now have absolute
clarity and the versatility to enable us to modify the sound manually.

PRODUCTS USED:
Amplification

Signal Processing

Loudspeakers

Crown DCi 8|600N
Crown DCi 4|1250N

BSS Soundweb BLU-100

JBL CBT 70J
JBL AC15
JBL Control 85M
JBL Control Contractor

JBL Control CRV
JBL 8124
JBL PRX718XLF

London EDITION Hotel

A London West End hotel has opened in Fitzrovia on the site of the former
Berners Hotel — a historic building which dates back to 1835. London EDITION is part of Marriott International’s new EDITION luxury brand and reflects the company’s marriage with leading international design consultant
and hotelier, Ian Schrager.
This is the first EDITION Hotel in Europe. The template for a cutting edge
sound system, originally specified by Marriott’s long-term partners, Clair
Systems in the States, has been adapted by Staffordshire-based AV3, and
is built around components from the Harman Professional range including
JBL CBT column arrays, JBL AE Compact Series and BSS Soundweb London.

Design / Installation:
AV3

The 173-bed hotel is made up of 13 separate areas, including lobby, nightclub, gym, rest rooms, private dining, bar, reception and meeting rooms —
all accessed by a BSS Soundweb London-based DSP zone system, while
JBL CBT 70J constant beamwidth technology (including CBT 70JE LF bass
extenders) have been specified in key areas, including the imposing Berners
Tavern restaurant.
“The design was set up around JBL, and includes JBL Control Contractor
ceiling speakers and AC16’s in some of the ancillary areas and JBL312C
large format ceiling speaker in the meeting room.

London EDITION Hotel (cont.)

Aside from Schrager’s team, AV3 also worked closely alongside Clair Systems’ designer
Jan Luszczek to implement the audio design. His Soundweb matrix enables audio to be
routed from any sound source to any zone and makes provision for eight independent
DJ plug-in points with balanced connectors to create flexibility.

Three Soundweb London BLU-8 remote wall controllers have been strategically placed
for local operation along with two BLU10 local remotes (with touch screen control) for
source and volume select. Providing the configurable I/O’s are two central BLU-160
processors, with a total of six BLU-BOB2 devices, substantially increasing the output
capacity to service the many zones.
AV3 Managing Director, Tom Blackwell states that he only ever considered a column
solution for coverage of the principal areas. “We particularly wanted beam control in
view of the amount of marble and stucco within a high vaulted ceiling,” he said.
A number of proprietary beam steering solutions were scrutinised before JBL’s CBT
70J/JE combination — RAL and Pantone matched in custom colours — was adopted.
A total of nine CBT 70J (boosted by eight CBT 70JE) can be found in the lobby, bar
and restaurant areas. “The low end extension of the CBT’s was a perfect complement,”
he said. “Everyone said how fantastic the sound was and the colour matching also removed any concerns about aesthetics.”
It also helped maintain brand continuity, since AV3 were already using other JBL products, such as eight JBL control 47LP low profile ceiling speakers in the meeting rooms,
and a total of 25 x 24C 100V line ceiling speakers distributed across the gym, rest room
and private dining areas. “Clair Systems were happy with this proposal,” confirmed
Blackwell.
“As for the CBT’s in the corners of the restaurant, you can barely see them — they are
so well colour matched that they disappear into the moss green walls.” In addition they
have also used a pair of ultra-compact JBL AC16 cabinets as infills, while in the Punch
Room Bar a further six AC16’s can be found. AV3’s own custom built low profile subwoofers are built into the banquette seating throughout the ground floor of the hotel.
In conclusion, the AV3 MD states, “This is the nicest sound I have heard in a hotel —
particularly in the lobby. Everyone has said how fantastic it is and the client is over the
moon.”

PRODUCTS USED:
Loudspeakers
JBL CBT70J
JBL Control 47LP

JBL Control 321CS
JBL Control 24CT
JBL AC16

Signal Processing
BSS Soundweb BLU-160
BSS Soundweb BLU-BOB
BSS BLU-10
BSS BLU-8 v2

Aqua Shard / Hutong

An integrated JBL/BSS Soundweb audio solution is deployed in London’s
most iconic building. On the 31st and 33rd floors of the spectacular Shard,
the tallest building in Western Europe, David Yeo, founder of Alpha Restaurant Group, has opened two diverse restaurants — Aqua shard (31st floor)
and Hutong (33rd floor). Situated halfway up the building, they offer panoramic views over the London skyline.
Design / Installation:
Sound Division

Sound Division designed elaborate background music systems, with facility for a punchier system at the 31st floor atrium bar, while Soundweb London devices, located in the central comms room on the 31st floor, distribute feeds over an extended matrix, at the same time offering independent
zonal control.
“The client wanted a high quality music system to provide multi zone
sound, with separate source selection” says Sound Divsion’s David Graham.
“The speakers needed to blend in with the aesthetic without obscuring any
of the spectacular views over London. It was logical to use the established
combination of JBL — a brand selected by the client himself — and BSS
Soundweb, as we have many times in the past.”

Aqua Shard / Hutong (cont.)

Future-proofed via CAT6 wiring, and offering expandable functionality via a number of
plug-in points, the company has provided options for laptop, video or other music (such
as live mics and highly specified DJ set-up) to be imported and plugged straight into
the digital infrastructure.
The budget had allowed the integrators to design a ‘flagship’ central rack, populated
with a BLU-100 12 x 8 Signal Processor and BLU-BOB output expander to give multiple
options. The six BLU-8 remote touch controls are strategically placed (three on each
level) for easy source select/volume control operation by non-technical staff.

Playing out through the speakers is sophisticated, low level background music based
on customer profiling, programmed and delivered by 8 Track Music Solutions.
The interior at Aqua shard’s 220-cover British cuisine restaurant spans two wings, linked
by a three-storey high atrium bar. With its drop, low-level plasterboard ceiling, Sound
Division has opted for multiples of JBL Control 26CT flush ceiling speakers and JBL
Control 19CST sub bass ceiling speakers across the eight zones (including main and
private dining rooms and Atrium bar) — driven by a combination of 100V and low voltage amplifiers.
Two floors above, David Yeo himself conceptualised every detail of the dramatic
130-cover Hutong, which serves contemporary Northern Chinese cuisine.
This time the aesthetic is entirely different with exposed duct work and piping. Here
Sound Division has specified over 20 of JBL’s Control 67 Pendant speakers, adding
SB210 sub woofers where necessary (in the main bars and dining rooms). “We have
used this combination before — they work extremely well and were the perfect choice
for this environment,” said Graham.
Overall, he described the contract as “challenging” — largely owing to load-in restrictions for security purposes imposed by The Shard and the fact that everything needed
be transported to site via the service lift. The main contractors on both projects were
WFC, while Aqua shard was designed by Jestico + Whiles and S&Y Architects were responsible for Hutong.

PRODUCTS USED:
Signal Processing

Loudspeakers

BSS Soundweb BLU-100
BSS Soundweb BLU-BOB
BSS BLU-8 v2

JBL Control 67
JBL Control 26CT
JBL Control 19CST

Cardiff Bierkellar

Liverpool-based Audio Install has carried out a major sound installation at
the new 1000-capacity Bierkeller in Cardiff — the fourth Bavarian style emporium for brand operators, Burning Night Group. For the optimum solution
in a raucous, challenging environment (incorporating three separate bars
with different requirements) he turned to the catalogue of the Harman Professional brands, and then called Sound Technology Ltd to provide sales
and installation support.
Ian Davis’s company based its audio design around a matched Crown /
JBL VRX line array system, with process and control provided by premium
Soundcraft, BSS and dbx, along with AKG mics.

Design / Installation:
Audio Install

The venue is split into three main areas on the ground floor of Stadium
Plaza — the Bierkeller, Shooters Sports Bar and Around The World In 80
Beers (ATW). “In the Bierkeller area we needed to have a good, solid, front
of house sound system for the oompah bands to play through without too
much sound bleeding through the ceiling to the fitness club above,” explained Ian Davis. A directional flown JBL VRX line array system, suspended
from the ceiling on anti-vibration mounts, provided the answer.
ATW has a performance area with a small stage for live acts but also needed to function equally well with a DJ, piped audio and individual performers.
Shooters combines sports screens with a stage area for small bands. “This
needed to have a clear sound flowing evenly across the room to accentuate vocal frequencies that would allow punters to be able to hear commentaries clearly, but at the same time be able to accommodate live performers,” continued Davis.
The system accepts a variety of source inputs including mic and line devices, computer music, oompah bands — and three Sky sports channels
running in sync with the HD visual displays throughout the venue.

Cardiff Bierkellar (cont.)

The audio element across the six zones into which this has been divided, comprised
10 JBL VRX 932 LA-1 line array units, 18 JBL VRX 918 S,; nine JBL AM 5212/26, six JBL
PRX 412 M monitors, JBL Control 16 C/T in the toilet areas and eight JBL Control 1 in the
departure lounge and along the street scene.

Amplifiers assigned to these included two Crown IT 4x3500 HDS (driving the line array
units and arrayed subs; three Crown XLS 2000 (driving the floor monitors); five Crown
XTi 4002 driving tops in ATW and Shooters; five Crown XTi 6002 (driving subs in ATW
and Shooters); Crown XLS 1000 (for the Control 1’s) and Crown CDi 1000 (driving ceiling
speakers in the toilets).
For DSP and routing, two BSS BLU-100 are complemented by five BLU-6 wall mount
volume remotes. Three dbx 213 EQ’s process the wedge monitors, while a Soundcraft
EFX12 mixes mics in the Bierkeller and a pair of EFX 8 do likewise in Shooters and ATW.
Audio Install has provided six AKG D5 dynamic mics and three each of AKG D112 and
C430 for the live performers.
Ian Davis believes they have overcome their biggest challenge of delivering even, clear
and precise audio coverage without bleed up to the other areas of the building above.
“By using line array elements and directing the SPL away from sensitive reverberant
areas and at the audience, whilst utilising the BSS equipment to process audio signals,
we have also managed to remove the unwanted frequencies likely to bleed upstairs.”
This also helped overcome the excessive ambient noise levels, he said.
With all the furnishing back in place, the system was fine-tuned using Harman’s proprietary Audio Architect software to eke out the final audio parameters, causing Ian Davis
to state that he believes the sound quality to be among the best in the area, with each
room tuned to give maximum performance and minimum bleed.
And Burning Night Group operations director, Peter Robinson agrees. “The sound quality is excellent,” he says. “As a multi venue site we use the sound system for sporting
events, DJs and a range of live music, so to have an easy to use, high quality system is
imperative. The one we have had installed fits the bill perfectly.”

PRODUCTS USED:
Amplifiers

Loudspeakers

Microphones

Network

Crown IT 4x3500-HD
Crown XTi2 Series
Crown XLS2 Series
Crown CDi Series

JBL VRX932LA-1
JBL VRX918S
JBL AM5212
JBL PRX412M
JBL Control 16CT
JBL Control 1 Pro

AKG D5
AKG D112
AKG C430

BSS Soundweb BLU-100
BSS BLU-6

Cargo at University of Kent

Brighton based Pro Audio, Video and Lighting integrator Penguin Media
Solutions have completed an audio and video installation for new student
bar, bistro and live venue; Cargo in Medway, Kent.
Keith Williams, Head of Hospitality for the University of Kent was looking for
a system that offered quality audio and video, reliability, but above all, versatility. In addition, a complex noise management study had been undertaken,
so strict guidelines had to be met from the design stage onwards.
Design / Installation:
Penguin Media Solutions

Penguin presented and delivered a solution that integrated components
from HARMAN’s BSS Audio, Crown and Soundcraft.
As Certified BSS Audio Programmers and Installers, Penguin specified a
BSS Audio Soundweb London BLU-100, using Harman’s Motion Control
iOS software running on an iPad Mini to control the system. The powerful
partnership of the BLU‐100 coupled with the Audio Architect programming
software offered the flexibility and ease of operation required, along with
the powerful logic programming and audio processing to meet the noise
management plan.

Cargo at University of Kent (cont.)

With the multi-purpose intent of the venue, there are a number of input plates in various
locations, for DJ, live and daytime background music playback, as well as microphone
inputs which can be used for quiz nights, quick announcements and the like without
having to connect to the DJ mixer or live desk. The custom control panel on the iPad
gives background and stage level control, source selects, as well as more advanced
options on subsequent pages. The signal is then fed to a brace of Crown XLS2500 power amplifiers.
For live use, a Soundcraft Expression 1 desk was specified – its compact size, intuitive
layout, 16 onboard mic preamps as well as its versatility with the Si digital stageboxes
made it an easy choice – once again providing flexibility for the students and guest
engineers alike.
Dylan Thompson, Penguin’s Director of Operations, said, “We wanted to offer Cargo a
simple, versatile yet capable system that will provide many years of reliable, consistent
use. By using quality components right the way through, we lose no sleep at night in
that respect! It was especially important to us that the quality in the products, the audio
fidelity and in the installation itself was plain to see – we’re looking forward to seeing
Cargo at capacity, full of happy customers! The University have been a great client to
deal with, as were the other contractors involved in the build – from our point of view,
we couldn’t have asked for more.”
Keith Williams is also suitably pleased with the project: “Penguin Media exceeded our
expectations in every way – the audio and visual systems they installed were of superb
quality -crystal clear sound that brought the room to life. Nothing was too much trouble, from finding a cost-effective solution, to installing the equipment, to training our
team -Penguin Media bent over backwards to assist in every way possible. They were
a pleasure to work with.”

PRODUCTS USED:
Amplifiers

Network

Mixer

Crown XLS Series

BSS Soundweb BLU-100

Soundcraft Si Expression 1

One Pound Lane

The Pound Bar & Kitchen has become the first evidence of the redevelopment of Canterbury’s 600-year old jail after the local council awarded the
lease of one of its famous landmarks to One Pound Lane Ltd. Part of the
complex, that includes the Westgate Towers Museum, dates back to 1380.
Headed by lighting installation and interior design specialist Steve Allen (of
Lightqube Ltd), the team of contractors has restored former police station
cells never before open to the public, transforming them into unique private dining rooms as part of the atmospheric restaurant and bar, retaining
original details such as the Victorian glazed bricks and cell doors complete
with oversized locks and inspection hatches.

Design:
Lightqube Ltd
Specification:
We Know AV Ltd
Installation:
Oculux Ltd

All these spaces required sensitive treatment in order to respect the heritage, and the technical infrastructure was dependent on a discreet, potent
and aesthetic sound system. All the requirements were met within the JBL
catalogue, supplied by Harman Professional dealer, James O’Leary at We
Know AV.
Promising to continue the legacy of the building’s previous owner, who
died in 2012, Steve Allen said, “I normally fit out bars and higher end residencies as Lightqube but this time we decided to do our own thing; this
was a great opportunity.
“My preference is always for JBL. It has good brand recognition, a great
sound and it is sensibly priced. They are also compact and look great.
“We have also received great support from Sound Technology since using
them for the first time in 2012.”

One Pound Lane (cont.)

Sound Technology Ltd’s Danny Kyte carried out the site survey, specifying three AC16
and a pair of ASB6115 high power lightweight enclosures for the main Bar & Kitchen,
with the JBL Control 50 satellite package (incorporating four Control 52 and Control
50S/T subs), powered by two Crown DriveCore DCI (4 x 300) and DriveCore DCI (2 x 300)
multi-channel amps, plus Crown XTi 4002 and XTi 6002 amplifiers.
But the real magic was supplied by Hugo Burnard from the Sound Technology Ltd Project Team who designed an ingenious custom panel for the BSS Soundweb London
routing matrix, with a Soundweb BLU-100 12-in/8-out fixed format DSP at the hub.

To accomplish this he used Harman’s HiQnet Motion Control. This Apple iOS app enables customised control interfaces designed in Harman’s Audio Architect to be exported to an iPad, which controls Soundweb. This then uses AirPlay for wireless streaming
the sound to 11 zones, including the 220-capacity main bar and 90-cover restaurant.
The zones themselves comprise four main restaurant/bar areas, four private dining
rooms (the former police cells), and one each for the walkways, other cells and main
bar area.
“Despite high vaulted ceilings the sound is amazing,” confirms Steve Allen. “This required a different type of solution given the fact that this is an old prison, split into a lot
of smaller rooms, and a discreet system was essential.”
Background music plays out during the day with a high specification DJ system in the
evening.
Added James O’Leary, “The great thing about Sound Technology is that they have again
been able to offer the total package — providing the correct integrated solution from
the JBL, Crown and BSS portfolios. Steve Allen has really bought into JBL and his faith
in the brand has once again been repaid.”

PRODUCTS USED:
Amplifiers

Loudspeakers

Network

Crown DCi 2|300
Crown DCi 4|300
Crown XTi6002
Crown XTi4002

JBL AC16
JBL ASB6115
JBL Control 50S/T
JBL Control 52

BSS Soundweb BLU-100
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Next Steps
For any further information, to speak to our
system designers, or to arrange a demo,
please call us on 01462 480000.

